The economic development in the newly EU countries is oriented to the restructuring of economy also reduction of the differences in the economic development level of various regions. The enlargement of country’s competitive ability and creation of a modern knowledge-based economy are the priorities of the development.

This paper concerns the measurement backgrounds of entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages as a country’s economic competitiveness determinant that applicable for reasoning of the attitudes and decisions of economic development strategy using multi-attribute decision making methods. In principle, the assumption is made that the measurement must be performed according to the approach to every key determinant as a partial economic competitiveness which is subject of essential primary competitiveness macro factors. The conceptual provisions are foremost focused on the measurement of a totality of the national macro surrounding advantages based on the generalized model which reflects the interdependencies of primary macro factors in a system with account of the impact (vector) of each of them. This study is intended to reveal the deterministic measurement possibilities oriented to the reasoned multiple criteria evaluation methods on the basis adopted for the particular task models.

The technique supposes the following procedures: the identification of essential primary macro factors, their quantifiable assessment (in points) as primary criteria allowing the different weights of the impact on economic competitiveness and the composition of task pillars. When examining the primary macro factors, the indicators of global country’s competitiveness index established by the World Economic Forum were taken into account. The whole of the typical primary macrofactors selected by three task pillars (those of specific business infrastructure, common economic surroundings, fiscal and monetary policy macrofactors) is presented.

The favorability indexes of each pillar (as partially integrated criteria having different significance) and, in its turn, the generalized measure – macro surroundings favorability index have been determined by applying, in particular, Simple Additive Weighting method.

Lithuania’s macro surrounding advantages were evaluated according to the proposed technique: they may be scored at 54 point (in 100 point system).
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Introduction

The enhancement of total competitive ability in the transitional economies requests the creation of a modern knowledge-based economy, the sustainable economic growth and the enlargement of the country’s economic competitiveness. The enumerated features are the priorities for the macroeconomic development in Lithuania also in other countries - newly EU members, that should coordinate their economic development with the EU policy by restructuring it also lead to the reduction of the differences in the development level of various regions. It means that programmed macroeconomic development strategy must be based on the forecast of the main competitive advantage-oriented changes and effective attitudes also development indicators determining growth of economic competitiveness as well as entrepreneurship effectiveness (Vasiliauskas, 2007; Brauers et al., 2007). Thus, the topics of the research and evaluation of economic competitiveness (its determinants) are determined by some important aspects, first-of-all, when validating the strategic decisions of economic development according to the general criteria. The measurement also serves for the purpose of quantifying different sources of economic competitiveness. It is actual for the useful monitoring (or correction) of the economic development strategy and its ex-post valuation. The notion of competitiveness steamed from its determination at the firm level and has become a prominent concept in the assessment of regions (countries) in accordance with the conceptual framework of competitiveness and clusters introduced by M. Porter (2008). On the other hand, the researchers mostly discussed
the definition and measurement of competitiveness (economic too), on genesis of the main characteristics such as macro vs. micro, static vs. dynamic, positive vs. normative, ex ante vs. ex post (Aiginger, 2006; Siggel, 2006). On the other hand, the most important theoretical as well as empirical research works supported the analysis of substantive macroeconomic development problems. They were focused on the global problems of structural economics and entrepreneurship transformations, on economic growth and dynamic macroeconomics, effectiveness of the development processes and emphasize the expanded economic models, theorization on the economic growth effects, related mathematical techniques, when analyzing the concept of sustainable development of regions, of financial system, etc. (Biswas, 2008; Dritsaki, 2008; Snieska, Bruneckiene, 2009; Sng et al., 2009; Gries, Naude, 2010). The studies examine simple monetary and fiscal policy, level of government debt under certain conditions (it is impossible to refer how strongly monetary and fiscal instruments should be used, without explicit reference to the level of government debt), the impact of changes on the economic development (Zvirblis, 1997; Allen, Gale, 2004; Tanzi, 2008; Leith, von Thadden, 2008; Rutkauskas, 2008). The significant indicators characterizing the development of the financial sector which have the correlation with the GDP per capita foremost in the Baltic States were revealed (Lakstutiene 2008). The matter under investigation is how multinational enterprise activities have an impact on economic development in newly EU countries (Oreja-Rodriguez, Yanes-Estevez 2006; Salciuviene et al. 2009).

The investigation of the entrepreneurship development processes reveals the actual problem of the interaction between economic growth and system sustainability. The spectrum of research themes focused on entrepreneurship advancement is wide: from the development parameters (quantitative growth, qualitative advancement), to the impact of foreign direct investment (FDI) on this development, situation in business macro surroundings and governmental protections (Fairbairn, 2006; Man et al. 2008; Becchetti, Pisani, 2010; Gomez-Gras, Mira-Solves, Martinez-Mateo, 2010) till specific researches of clusterization level, implementation of innovations, corporate social responsibility (CSR), enhancement of business performance, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) working effectiveness, entrepreneurial self-efficacy, constellation of competitive advantage, SMEs marketing and product competitiveness (Fleisher, 2003; Avlonitis, Salavou, 2007; Bloom, 2009; Geoff et al., 2009; Lechner, Leyronas, 2009; Misztal 2009; McGee et al., 2009). Research of important Lithuanian entrepreneurship development priorities was performed in detail (Kristiunas, Greblikaitė, 2007).

Thus, a review of related researches has shown that just few studies deal with determinants of the country economic competitiveness. To tackle the scientific problem, this study is focused on the technique of quantitative measurement of exceptional economic competitiveness determinant – the entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages. The adequate basic models adopted have to be developed, in particular with the account of specificity of quantitative evaluation methods to be used with holistic approach to the influence of totality macro factors and the hierarchy in their influence on economic competitiveness in countries - newly EU members. The main problem is how to evaluate the determinants of economic competitiveness. The object of this research is a country entrepreneurship’s macro surrounding as economic competitiveness determinant. The aim is to develop the measurement framework for the entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages. The research methods: a systemic review and generalization of scientific publications, multi-aspect analysis of economic competitiveness as phenomenon, multiple criteria evaluation by Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) method.

The initial investigation

It is purposeful, first-of-all, to interpret a country’s (or its region) economic competitiveness as a multidimensional phenomenon when discussing on its measurement principles to be analyzed on multi criteria approach. Second, it is a priority parameter of country’s economic activity relative to the international economy, legal, financial, natural, etc. resources and geographic location (Rutkauskas, 2008). Vasiliauskas (2007) emphasizes the strategic decisions in the problematic (common and specific) areas when developing the methodological issues for the strategic management of Lithuanian economic development till 2020 oriented to national priorities. Common areas are indicated in detail as follows: national economic resources, abilities, distinctive competencies, physical and social infrastructure, sectorial structure of economy, sustainable regional development, international economic relations (foreign trade, economic integration), advancement of entrepreneurship and, eventually, its governmental protection level. Orientation to knowledge economy, of course, has exclusive importance for newly EU countries. So, macro surrounding advantages, that affected the economic competitiveness to a high degree, have been examined as the key competitiveness determinant. Third principal assumption consists of the measurement of country’s economic competitiveness that has been performed on the basis of the evaluations of its key competitiveness determinants (defined as partial economic competitiveness’) if the competitiveness of every key determinant is the subject to essential primary competitiveness macro factors. This assumption consists of the quantitative dependencies existing among the increase of competitiveness determinants and growth of general competitiveness.

The measurement of a country (region) global competitiveness may be based on the appropriate adequate methodology allowing for the partial competitiveness measures defined using reasoned quantitative methods. Of course, the assessing reliability of growing global competitiveness possibilities under different reliability levels may be allowed because the stochastic characteristics of competitiveness growth are typical (Rutkauskas, 2008). Analogous view is well-founded when tackles a problem of the measurement of macro surrounding advantages subject to the economic competitiveness and marking many
integrated characteristics. Substantially, the same measures of several advantages dimensions which are closely relative when interacting in any system, in practice not always can determine the generalized ratios.

This paper is oriented to the requirement to apply the multi attribute decision making methods (MADM) by designing the economic development strategy in country – newly EU member. We discussed on the deterministic measurement of macro surrounding advantages determinant that assumes the complexity of the different possible macro factors (providing an outline of the relationship of different surrounding factors). The entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages may be distinguished when examining the validation principles of programmed attitudes (indicators) oriented to the growth of economic competitiveness, conjointly with the other key determinants, such as appliance of national resources, abilities and competencies, economy structure (global, sectorial, regional). The scheme of interactions focusing on the measurement (multiple criteria evaluation) of competitiveness determinants including entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages is presented in Figure 1.

The standard macroeconomic indicators determining the global country competitiveness index (attributable to entrepreneurship surroundings and having influence on economic competitiveness) and established by the World Economic Forum (WEF) may be taken into account when examining the macro surrounding advantages in a simplified way. The comparison of the Baltic States ranking in 2010/2011 (The Global..., 2010/2011) according to selected indicators is presented in Table1.

The comparison of competitiveness indicators shows some substantial differences of competitiveness indicators: for government debt adequately Lithuania - 46, Latvia 63 and Estonia - 5 places. According to the extent and effect of taxation Estonia also differs from other comparative states as having benevolent liberal influence on entrepreneurship competitiveness: its distance from the rank of other countries under review amounts up to 100 and more places.

The additional indicator evaluations can be added in the following research depending on the particular tasks of the examination of the country’s economic competitiveness determinants. However, the WEF methodology, when the predetermined fixed weight values are applied, does not permit the possibility to evaluate more adequately the different significance of primary indicators; of course, it is relevant to adapt those pillars in the case of various developed countries.

Besides, WEF examination does not encompass comparative multiple criteria evaluation of the countries economic competitiveness with the account of their exceptional national development resources and, especially, strategic priorities.

The measurement technique of macro surrounding advantages

The authors provided a theoretical measurement framework and empirical viewing on a basis of the general evaluation model reflecting the principal attitudes presented above. The conceptual provisions consist first-of-all in the necessity to formalize investigated determinant and to describe the dependences of primary macro factors; the direction of the impact (vector) of each of them must be described in principle.

Therefore, an all-round (general matrix) expression of the entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages’ vector \( \{ A^{(M)} \} \) may be represented in the following way:

\[
\{ A^{(M)} \} = \begin{bmatrix}
    g_{11} & g_{12} & \cdots & g_{1n} \\
    g_{21} & g_{22} & \cdots & g_{2n} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    g_{n1} & g_{n2} & \cdots & g_{nn}
\end{bmatrix} \{ L_i \} 
\]

(1)

where: \( g_{11}, g_{12}, \cdots, g_{nn} \) - the significances of the direct and indirect impact of essential macro factors (vectors \( \{ L_1 \}, \{ L_2 \}, \ldots, \{ L_n \} \)) determining a descriptive determinant vector \( \{ A^{(M)} \} ; n \) - number of essential primary macro factors.

Figure 1. The scheme of interactions designing the economic development strategy: evaluating the determinants of economic competitiveness and validating the strategic attitudes Composed by the authors
Undoubtedly, the applicability of the model (1) is linked with the transformation according to the applicable quantitative evaluation method taking into account the essential macro factors (however having a different significance) in a specified situation. This study is focused on the principles of the deterministic measurement of national entrepreneurship macro surroundings advantages; the framework is based on applying the reasoned quantitative evaluation methods and designed for this particular task model. The involvement of a great multitude of different macro factors including non-dimensional variables is imperative, they may have in principle the maximized or minimized values. Besides, it is necessary to constitute the sophisticated theoretical and methodological tools to use an adequate quantitative evaluation method for the particular purpose. The developed backgrounds foremost are oriented to the quantifiable assessment (in points) of the identified primary macro factors (as primary criteria) allowing to make different their impact weight on economic competitiveness and the composition of task pillars of primary macro factors. In this case, the indexes of each pillar (as partially integrated criteria) have been established and, in turn, according to their relative significance determined the general measure – macro surroundings favorability index.

When analyzing the applicability of the quantitative evaluation methods, specific for measurement of macro surroundings advantages, the exclusive approach may be applied when evaluating the analogous social processes (Ginevicius, Podvezko, 2009; Joksiene, Zvirblis, 2010). Thus, the multiple criteria evaluation SAW (Simple Additive Weighting), COPRAS (COMplex PROportional ASsessment), TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) methods may be applied (Zapounidis, Doumpos, 2002; Peldschus, 2007; Ginevicius et al., 2008). The SAW method is suitable in the case when all valued primary factors are independent and when their interaction in the system is insignificant when they determine the generalized criterion (as in the investigated situation). This criterion reflects in full the aim of quantitative multiple criteria evaluation methods integrating the primary criteria values and weights into a single magnitude. In this case, the SAW method is expedient to be applied; moreover synthesis of SAW and scenario methods is advisable (Zvirblis, Buracas, 2010). So, the suggested measurement technique includes those consecutive procedures A, B, C, D.

Procedure A: Investigation of the country economic competitiveness determinants, advantages/disadvantages of entrepreneurship macro surroundings, identification of essential macro factors and composition of the pillars expanded. As it was mentioned, it is expedient to select the primary macrofactors describing the entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages in the developed evaluation system conditionally by pillars. So, for newly EU countries three expanded pillars of typical macrofactors were composed (Table 2), a pillar of specific business infrastructure macrofactors, a pillar of common economic surroundings macrofactors and pillar of fiscal and monetary policy macrofactors.

The possibility to include additional (important for investigated country) primary macro factors is acceptable. So, such important macro factors not accounted by the WEF expertize are as follows: the free economic zones, transport infrastructure parameters, EU structural funds use, export promotion, financing of investment programs, fiscal regimes.

Procedure B: The quantifiable expert examination of primary macro factors (for example, in 100 points system) and their weights (a non-dimensional expression). The determinative primary macro factors in pillars have to be qualified according to their weights and the sum of weight coefficients for all primary macro factors in every pillar must be equal to 1. Undoubtedly, part of these typical macrofactors (unemployment level) have quantifiable measure or have been determined quantifiable by applying the derivative measures.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected primary macroeconomic indicators included into the global competitiveness index pillars*</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government debt</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government budget balance</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden of government regulation</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence of trade barriers</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National savings rate</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country credit rating</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate spread</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of access to loans</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tax rate</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent and effect of taxation</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of financial services/financial market sophistication</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundness of banks</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI and technology transfer</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence of foreign ownership</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of market dominance</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Composed by the authors using WEF data (The Global..., 2010/2011).

*Rank between 134 states, score for non-dimensional indicators determined by WEF experts: 1 - the worst; 7 points – the best possible. Other indicators are taken by their dimension or as % of GDP.
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Nevertheless, their ultimate evaluation is advisable in points, the normalization procedure is unnecessary in the case. The reliability of expert examination was achieved by applying the methods justified theoretically, in any case, with summing-up numbers (ratings) of macro factors in a row, with calculations of concordance coefficient $W$, the concordance coefficient significance parameter $\chi^2$ (Pearson’s Chi-Square Test), etc. The necessary reliability of expert examination is achieved when the value of the concordance coefficients $W$ amounted to $0.7 - 0.8$; the parameter $\chi^2$ to be acceptable by the pre-selected level $\alpha = 0.05$ and by $\alpha = 0.01$.

**Procedure C:** The estimation of the favorability indexes (in points) of designed macrofactor pillars and establishment of significances of these partially integrated criteria. So, the favorability index $P(I)$ of the each pillar of macro factors may be defined according to model:

$$P(I) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_i P_i; \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_j = 1,$$

(2)

where $c_i$ – the weight coefficient of primary indicator $P_i$ direct influence on index $P(I)$; $m$ - number of essential primary macro factors describing index $P(I)$.

**Procedure D:** The establishment (in points) of macro surroundings favorability index $FR(I)$ (as generalized measure) on basis of the partially integrated criteria values (ratios) determined previously and their significances. The value of index $FR(I)$ was determined by using additive criteria ratio assessment method in accordance with the following equation:

$$FR(I) = k_1 M(I) + k_2 E(I) + k_3 S(I);$$

(3)

where: $M(I)$ - the favorability index of the pillar of fiscal and monetary policy macro factors; $E(I)$ - the favorability index of the pillar of common economic surrounding macrofactors; $S(I)$ - the favorability index of the pillar of specific business infrastructure macro factors; $k_1, k_2, k_3$ – the significances of partially integrated criteria $M(I), E(I), S(I)$ describing favorability index $FR(I)$; values $k$ may be determined by expert way.

Thus, in accordance with reasoned multicriteria assessment procedures, the relative (not predetermined) weights of the primary criteria and significances of the partially integrated criteria are taken into account after the establishment of macro surroundings favorability. The simulation of the alternative programmed indicators (economic strategy attitudes) which may have positive influence on the macro surroundings favorability (at the same time growing the economic competitiveness) may be included (possible with the scenarios formation) when realizing the appropriate process algorithm. When examining the indicator alternative priorities additionally, the PROMETHEE I (Preference Ranking Organisation Method for Enrichment Evaluation) method for the confrontation of alternatives in pairs has been applicable.

These important aspects emphasize the findings of the measurement system framework developed, provided evaluation procedures could be incorporated into computer-aided decision support system (Figure 2).

The performed case study – the investigation and evaluation of Lithuania’s entrepreneurship macro surroundings advantages (in 2011 situation) on the basis of a whole macro factors presented in table 2 (according to procedures A, B, C and D and applying (2) and (3) models) showed that global entrepreneurship macro surroundings favorability index is equable to 54 points (about an average score). It may be accented the following exceptional macro factors: export promotion, transit potential, tax concessions for SMEs.

The suggested technique is used when determining the competitive strength and rating the Lithuania (and other country's) in EU as well as in the region of Eastern countries according to the criterion of the entrepreneurship macro surroundings advantages and their stability over the considered period. The theoretical findings formed in this study are relevant and would allow to expand the further quantifiable assessment of other country’s economic competitiveness determinants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillar of macrofactors specific for business infrastructure:</th>
<th>Pillar of common economic surrounding macrofactors:</th>
<th>Pillar of fiscal and monetary policy macrofactors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energetics state and policy</td>
<td>Unemployment level</td>
<td>Taxation system characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free economic zones</td>
<td>Foreign direct investments</td>
<td>Tax concessions for SMEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport infrastructure parameters</td>
<td>Financing of investment programs</td>
<td>Fiscal regimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit potential</td>
<td>Financial services sophistication</td>
<td>Discount ratios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure of finance system</td>
<td>Country credit rating</td>
<td>National currency stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom terminals</td>
<td>Knowledge economy potential</td>
<td>National budget balance and debt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business incubators</td>
<td>Export promotion</td>
<td>Development of foreign relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High technology centre</td>
<td>Regional policy attitudes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incentive attitudes for entrepreneurship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using of EU structural funds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal antimonopoly attitudes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillar of macrofactors specific for business infrastructure:</th>
<th>Pillar of common economic surrounding macrofactors:</th>
<th>Pillar of fiscal and monetary policy macrofactors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pillar of fiscal and monetary policy macrofactors:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The whole of typical primary macrofactors selected by expanded pillars

Table 2
Conclusions

1. A review of the related researches has shown that just few studies deal with determinants of the country economic competitiveness. Actually, the economic competitiveness can be interpreted as multidimensional phenomenon, and, as a result, analyzed by multiple criteria approach. An assumption is made that it is possible to evaluate quantitatively on the basis of its determinants (defined as partial competitiveness’) evaluations, if the competitiveness of every key determinant is the subject to essential primary competitiveness macro factors.

2. It is relevant to allow the reliability, when the stochastic approach is typical for the competitiveness growing measure. This makes the solution of the problem as a sophisticated task. The backgrounds for the deterministic measurement (multiple criteria evaluation) of entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages are foremost based on the generalized model construction which reflects the interacting of primary macro factors in a system with the account of the impact vector of each of them.

3. The primary macro factors can be examined taking into account the indicators of the global country’s competitiveness index established by the WEF (World Economic Forum) in a simplified way. The analysis performed for Baltic States in 2010/2011 shows some substantial differences between Lithuania and Latvia, on the one side, and Estonia, on the other side, in the government budget balance, government debt and its regulation burden.

4. The developed measurement technique was backed-up on the consecutive procedures; the whole of the indicated typical primary macrofactors has been selected adequately to newly EU countries situation by three task pillars (there are those of specific business infrastructure macrofactors, common economic surroundings macrofactors and fiscal and monetary policy macrofactors).

5. The favorability indexes of each pillar (by applying, in particular, the Simple Additive Weighting method) have been established and, in turn, the generalized measure – macro surroundings favorability index FR(I) was determined (oriented to the reasoned additive criteria ratio assessment method) on the basis adapted for this purpose models according to their relative significance. The performed investigation of Lithuania’s entrepreneurship macro surrounding advantages and their evaluation in accordance with reasoned in this study measurement technique for 2011 showed that global macro surroundings favorability index was scored at 54 point (about an average score).

6. The proposed technique allows the multiple criteria evaluation of the other countries’ economic competitiveness determinants oriented to the national strategic priorities and based on the constructed adequate macro factor pillars.
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formalizacija (pateiktas bendrasis modelis), pirminių makroveiksnių tikslinių blokų (atliekančių integruotų kriterijų vaidmenį) formavimas, daugiaukriterio vertinimo metodų taikymas, nustatant makroveiksnių blokų indeksus ir bendrajį verslininkystės makroaplanko palankumo indeksų remiantis pritaikytais vertinimo modeliais.

Pagal naujųjų ES šalių situacijų suformuoti trys tipinii pirminiių makrofaktorių blokai yra šie: specifinii verslo infrastruktūros makroveiksnių, bendrųjų ekonomines aplinkos makroveiksnius ir fiskalinii bei monetarinii politikos makroveiksnių. Į juos įtraukti PEF metodikos nenumatyti makroveiksnių: transporto infrastruktūrą, laisvosios ekonominės zonos, ES struktūrinių fonų panaudojimas, investicinių programų finansavimas, fiskalinis režimas.


Taigi vertinimo metodikoje nutrūko tokos procedūros: A. Pirminiių makroveiksnių (kaip pirminiių kriterijų) visumos nustatymas ir esminii pirminiių makroveiksnių blokų formavimas konkrečioje situacijoje (kaip pateikta, pirminiai makroveiksnius tikslinga skirstyti į tris blokus, tad galima orientuotis į atitinkamus tipinius makroveiksnius).

B. Expertinės pirminiių makroveiksnių įvertinimas (kiekybės, 100 balų sistemė) ir jų įtakos reikšmingumo parametro nustatymas, atsižvelgiant į tai, kad šių parametrų suma pagal kiekvieną bloką turi būti lygi 1. Nors dalis šių makroveiksnių turi savo dimensiją ir įvertinami kiekvienais (nedaro lygias arba gali būti kiekvienais įvertinti panaludojant investicinius matus, vis tik remiantis pasirinktos vertinimo sistemos koncepcija, reikalingas bendras vertinimas balais. Expertinių pirminių patikimumas pasiekiamas taikant atitinkamą metodiką, tarkime, pagal konkordacijos koeficiento reikšmes ir šio krypties reikšmingumo parametro.

C. Makroveiksnių blokų daugiaukriterių įvertinimas (palankumo indeksų nustatymas) taikant adaptuotus metodus (taikant kriterijų reikšmių ir jų reikšmingumų sandaugos susidaryti pagal naujus daugiakriterio vertinimo metodų, ir jų reikšmingumų nustatymas bendruoju makro aplinkos pranašumų lygiu.)

D. Bendrojo verslininkystės makroaplanko pranašumų indekso nustatymas taikant kompleksinio proporcijų vertinimo metodą pagal nustatytas integruotų kriterijų reikšmes ir jų reikšmingumus.

Ši metodika leidžia įvertinti skirtingus tiek pirminiu, tiek ir integruotų kriterijų, lemiančių šalies verslininkystės makro aplinkos pranašumų lygi, reikšmingumus, nustatant atsižvelgiant į konkrečius ekonomines plėtros prioritetus ir nacionalinius iššūkius.

Atlikta Lietuvos verslininkystės makro aplinkos pranašumų tyrimas (pagal 2011 m. situaciją) ir į ją įtraukti bendrojo pranašumo indeksą) taikant pateiktą metodiką, t. y. taikant pagal numatytas procedūras suformuotus makroveiksnių blokus ir sukurtus modelius. Apibendrinus įvertinimo rezultatus, galima teigti, kad bendrasis palankumo indeksas yra 54 balai, o 50 balų atitinka vidutinę pranašumą; šį lygį kelia toki makroveiksniui, kaip eksperto skatinimas, tranzito potencialas, preferencijos smulkausviesėi verslui.

Atėtėje modeliuojant programines alternatyvas (plėtros scenarijus) tiek pagal pirminius indikatorius, tiek ir pagal tikslinei jų grupes, be to, atsižvelgiant į skirtingus jų įtakos reikšmingumo parametrus (t. y. atliekant multivariantinius skačiavimus), gali būti pagrindžiamos programinio sprendimai pagal verslo makro aplinkos palankumo kriterijų. Kryptingai tyrinėjant alternatyvus programinius indikatorių, papildomai taikytinos PROMETHEE I metodas, kuris leidžia sugretinti alternatyvas poromis. Analizuojant šį procesą, kaip pateikta pagrindinėje schema, galima jį įtraukti į špindulio paramos sistemą, skirtą strateginėms ekonomines plėtros programoms pagrįsti. Taikytina sistemingai koreguojant valstybės ekonomines plėtros koncepciją (monitoringas) galima realiai besiklostančią šalyje situaciją, analogiškai gal gali atliektas ir ekspertai vertina atsižvelgiant į konkrečius ekonomines plėtros prioritetus ir nacionalinius iššūkius.

Raktazodžiai: ekonominis konkurėjimų, bendrosios aplinkos palankumas, palankumo įvertinimas, pirminiai makroveiksnių, daugiaukriteriaus vertinimo metodai, vertinimo modeliai.